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Traffic Models for the Traffic Service System 
(TSS) 
John Augustus 
GTE Automatic Electric (Canada) Ltd., Brockville, Ontario, Canada 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the traffic models developed for dimensioning operator positions 
and the switching network in the Traffic Service System (TSSI. TSS is a stored pro· 
gram common control system designed to process operator assisted traffic for small 
sized toll applications. The models have been validated by simulation and a compari· 
son of theory and simulation results is included in the paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

TSS (Traffic Service System) is a stored program, common control system which 
processes operator assisted traffic for small to medium sized toll applications. The 
traffic models developed for dimensioning operator position quantities and the switch· 
ing network are described in this paper. 

Operator positions may be grouped such that all positions in a group carry the same 
set of call types. Certain call types have priority for service over others. Formulae are 
available in the queuing theory literature for predicting the grade of service for these 
situations and are quoted in Section 3. 

A more efficient alternative than separate groups called the combined group can be 
used in TSS. For example, positions can be separated into a group which handles 
Directory Assistance (DA) calls and another group which handles other Operator 
Assisted Calls. When there are insufficient DA calls to busy all the DA operators, the 
processor assigns non·OA calls to the OA positions . 

This strategy saves 5 to 10% of the total operators required compared to separate 
groups at the cost of a few more positions being equipped for Directory Assistance. 
Also, the separate group approach in small offices usually results in DA operators 
having much lower occupancies than the non·DA operators. The combined group more 
evenly spreads the workload over all operators. The average speed of answer for OA 
calls can be different from that given to non·DA. An approximate model for calculat· 
ing the average speed of answer for all call types is given in Section 3. A simulation 
model was developed to validate the theoretical model and simulation results are 
compared to theory in Section 3. 

A six stage folded switching network is used to connect registers, senders and opera· 
tors to trunks. A simulation model of the network was developed to help the designers 
make trade·off decisions in the path hunting strategy and to validate an approximate 
blocking model. Past reports on similar networks (3) indicated that systematic hunting 
would significantly increase the traffic capacity of the network. The simulation studies 
described in Section 4 show that for the planned applications of this network, system
atic hunting yields no significant increase in traffic capacity compared to random 
sequential hunting. A comparison of blocking probabilities estimated using the theo
retical model and observed in the simulation model is included in Section 4. The TSS 
network traffic capacity is also estimated. 

The switching network is composed of from 1 to 4 identical Units. As. the number of 
Units in a TSS office increases, the inter and intra Unit link pattern changes. These 
links are implemented using connectorized cables. Using the theoretical blocking 
model, a minimum linking pattern is derived in Section 4. A cabling pattern has been 
devised such that in most cases when growth to the next unit occurs, cables are added. 

In order to facilitate understanding of the traffic situations modeled, a brief descrip
tion of TSS is provided in Section 2. 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

TSS (Traffic Service System) is a stored program common control system developed 
by GTE Automatic Electric (Canada) Ltd. that: 

1. Processes operator assisted traffic for the small to medium sized toll applications. 
2. Substantially reduces operator time per call compared to manual boards. 
3. Permits dialing of most coin, non-coin and hotel calls including international 
calling . 
4. Handles traffic normally relegated to residual boards and as a result increases 
position efficiency compared to separate groups. 
5. Permits multiple grades of service without using inefficient separate groups. 

ITCS 

This system offers operating companies more flexibility in staffing and administering 
traffic offices. 

The first TSS will be cut ~nto service in Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada, on December 
1,1977. 

The system is designed such that the operator positions are interactive giving the 
operator a feeling of being part of the call. A Cathode Ray Tube display with elec
tronic keyboard and audio headset is provided at each operator work station. 

TSS has a capacity of approximately 64 operator positions depending on terminal 
limitations and central processor capacity. 

TSS is a classless office situated as a "T-Tap" between class 5 offices and the toll 
network (Figure 1). It can work with any common control office in the North 
American ODD network and similarily accept trunking from all class 5 offices. 
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A six stage folded switching network is used to connect registers, senders and opera
tor's audio circuits to ''T-Tap'' ports on the Toll Connecting Trunks. 

Normal customer to customer transmission is not switched through the network. 
However, Residual services such as collect to coin may be switched through the net
work to outgoing trunks. The network is two wire analog and uses the sealed magnet
ically latching reed relay as the crosspoint device . 

2.1 PROCESSING OF TYPICAL CALL 

Upon seizure of an access trunk, the TSS switches the A port of the access trunk to a 
register. Once all the digits have been received, the register connection is dropped and 
the call placed in a calls waiting queue. The queues are serviced based on call priorities 
and position call restrictions. The operator's audio circuit will be attached to the" A" 
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port of the access trunk and a sender to the "B" port when an idle position is found. A 
zip tone will alert the operator of the call and the call details will be displayed on the 
CRT. When the sender finishes outpulsing, the sender connection is dropped. The 
access trunk is then switched through to provide communication between the calling 
line, the called line and the operator. The operator obtains the necessary information 
and keys it into the system. If the system has all the necessary billing information, the 
operator will be allowed to release from th!! connection and proceed with other calls. 
TSS will monitor supervision on the trunk, time the call, recall the operator if neces
sary and provide a magnetic tape record at the end of each call. 

2.2 POSITION CALL RESTRICTIONS AND CALL PRIORITIES 

Operator positions in TSS can individually be classmarked to exclude particular call 
types. Also, TSS has three priorities for processing calls. Priority one call types are 
serviced before lower priority calls and priority two call types are serviced before 
priority three. Calls requiring very low levels of delay are put in priority one. These 
include Operator Number Identification (ONI) calls from remote ticketing offices and 
System recalls. Directory Assistance calls are priority two and all other call types are! 
priority three. 

The Combined group is achieved by classmarking the OA positions to accept all call 
types and classmarking the non-OA positions to exclude OA calls. Thus, non-OA 
positions carry ONI calls and non-OA calls with ONI having priority. OA positions 
carry all call types with ONI given first priority, OA second priority and non-OA third 
priority. Non-OA calls will be handled by OA positions only if there are no ONI or OA 
calls queued. Since ONI is a relatively small proportion of the traffic mix, it has little 
effect on the OA and non-OA grades of service. 

2.3 EXAMPLES 

The following examples clarify the Combined Group concepts discussed above. All 
examples were calculated with the formulae in Section 3 and assume the following: 

1. The average speed of answer objective for non-OA is 2 seconds and for OA is 10 
seconds. 
2. ONI traffic is negligible. 
3. Non-OA traffic is 1000 CCS with an average work time of 50 seconds. 
4. OA traffic is 300 CCS with an average work time of 30 seconds. 

EXAMPLE 1: SEPARATE GROUPS 

Using the formulae in Section 3.1, a total of 44 operator positions are required : 34 
positions handling only non-OA calls and 10 positions handling only OA calls. 

EXAMPLE 2: SINGLE GROUP 

If all call types were given the same speed of answer service and served by the same 
positions, using the formulae in Section 3.1, a total of 42 positions are required. All 42 
positions handle non-OA and OA calls. 

EXAMPLE 3: COMBINED GROUP 

Using the formulae in Section 3.6 and 3.11, a total of 42 operator positions are 
required: 11 positions handling all call types and 31 positions handling only non-OA. 

Comparing examples 1 and 3, it is seen that the Combined Group saves 2 operator 
positions (about 5%) compared to separate groups at the cost of 1 more position being 
equipped to handle OA. Comparing examples 2 and 3, it is seen that the Combined 
Group requires the same number of positions as a single group, but requires 31 less 
positions be equipped for OA. 

3. QUEUING MODEL FOR OPERATOR POSITIONS 

In order to provide tables for traffic engineering and force management, traffic 
formulae are required which allow calculation of the ASA for each call type. The ASA 
is a function of the position call restrictions assigned, call priorities, traffic levels of 
each priority and the AWT of each call priority. The distribution of AWT's is assumed 
to be negative exponential. Readily available formulae exist for separate groups of 
positions classmarked to carry the same call types. However, new formulae were 
necessary for the combined classmark case. 

3.1 SEPARATE GROUP 

For the case where there are N operators, random input, negative exponential holding 
times, k priorities and order of arrival service within a priority, the following formulae 
are well known (Syski (1) p549) 

ASAi the average speed of answer for priority i calls 
= H * C (N, A) 

(N - Si-l' (N - Si' 
H = the average work time for all calls k 
Ai = the work volume (erlangs) for priority i (A = E Ail 

i j = 1 
(1) 

Si = E Aj 
j = 1 

C(N, A) = the Erlang C delay formula 
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3.2 COMBINED GROUP 

No practical formulae were found for the combined classmark situations except for 
the case of all positions classmarked the same way. 

With limited depth in the mathematical skills required to develop an exact queuing 
model, the only alternative available was to apply known formulae to the problem. 
Since the objective was sufficient accuracy for dimensioning in a known range of 
traffic mix, the approach taken was to derive an approximate solution and test that 
solution in the application environment using simulation. 

In deriving an approximate solution for a particular ASA, upper and lower bounds 
were identified first. Then reasonable assumptions were made to estimate where the 
actual ASA would lie within these bounds. 

Since all positions handle ONI calls and the ONI traffic volume is expected to be 
relatively low, the priority of the ONI calls was ignored in the derivation and valida
tion of the OA and non-OA formulae. An non-validated estimate of the service level 
provided to ONI is given in Section 3.3. 

The following terminology is used in the remainder of Section 3. 

AN = non-OA traffic (erlangs) 
AD = OA traffic (erlangs) 
A = AN + AD 
HN = non-OA average work time (seconds) 
HO = OA average work time (seconds) 
NN =' number of non-OA positions 
NO = number of OA positions 
N = NN + NO 

~=~+&l 
H HN HO 
X = proportion of AN handled by the OA positions 
ASAN = average speed of answer for non-DA calls 
ASAD = average speed of answer for DA calls 

Since the OA positions carry non-OA calls when there is a valley in the OA traffic 
load, ASAN can be no worse than that calculated assuming no non·OA calls are 
handled by the OA positions. From equation (1), with non-OA the only traffic carried, 

ASAN ~ C(NN' AN) * HN 
NN - AN 

(2) 

The fact that some positions are reserved for non-OA calls and some positions carry 
both non-OA and OA imparts an effective priority for non-OA calls. Since OA calls are 
served before non-OA by the OA positions, this priority given non-OA calls is not as 
good as the classical full availability system with priorities where the number of servers 
is the total number of servers that can handle non-OA. From equation (1), with non-
OA higher priority than OA . 

ASN N ~ C(N - A) * H 
N-AN 

(3) 

What is needed to provide a reasonable estimate of ASAN is a model which estimates 
ASA between the upper and lower bounds specified above. This requirement is ful
filled by the full availability no priority model. That is the model used to estimate the 
lower bound but with all call types the same priority. From equation (1), with all 
traffic having the same priority 

ASAN ::::: C(N - A) * H 
N-A 

(4) 

ASAO 

The estimate of ASAO is more difficult than ASA N. However, if a reasonably accurate 
estimate of the amount of non-OA traffic carried by the OA positions could be made 
then ASAO could be estimated assuming a full availability system in which OA traffic 
has priority over non-OA. This approach is subject to unknown error due to the non 
random nature of the non-DA traffic. But as simulation results show, the estimate is 
sufficiently accurate for practical purposes. . 

Normal force management practice is to not allow the average position occupancy to 
exceed Xm (usually 92%). Thus, it is safe to assume the worst case traffic on the OA 
positions will be Xm NO. Under those worst case conditions the AWT (H2) for DA 
positions would be 

Xm No = ~ + Xm No - Ao 
H2 Ho HN 

Since offered traffic equals carried traffic in a delay system and OA traffic is first 
priority for service on OA positions 
ASAO < e(N p, Xm NO) * H2 

(N D - AD) 
(5) 
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The ASA for DA calls is worse than that estimated by assuming no non-DA traffic is 
carried 

(6) 

The actual traffic carried by the DA positions is somewhere between AD and Xm NO 
and can be expressed as AD + XA N. X is the proportion of AN carried by the DA 
positions. If X can be approximated, then 

ASAD ~ C(N D, AD + XA N) * HI 
NO - AD 

(7) 

The probability of a non-DA call being handled by a DA position is approximately 
equal to the sum of the probabilities of three situations occurring. 

a) A non-DA call arrives when there are non-DA and DA positions idle and a DA 
position has been idle longest. 
b) A non-DA call arrives when there are idle DA positions but no idle non-DA 
positions. 
c) A DA position becomes idle when there are no DA customers waiting and some 
non-DA customers waiting. 

Theoretical analysis substantiated by simulation measurements showed that for practi
cal traffic levels, situation (a) accounts for 60 to 80% of X depending on the traffic 
mix. The following conservative estimate of the probability of situation (a) is used as 
an estimate of X. 

X ~ Pr (at least one DA position idle) 
* Pr (at least one non-DA position idle) 
* Pr (a DA position has been idle longest) 

X ~ 1- C (NO' AO + XAN) 
* 1 - C (NN' AN - XAN) 
* NO - AD - XA N 

N-A 

VALIDATION 

(8) 

In order to validate the combined group approximate models, a GASP 11 (6) simula
tion model was developed. The combined group was simulated over the range of 
expected parameter values. Table 1 summarizes the comparison of theory and simu
lation. 

The theoretical estimates in Table 1 of the ASA are shown with the upper and lower 
bound's underneath the approximate estimate. The 95% confidence limit on the 
measured ASA are shown below the point estimate. 

Two idle position choice strategies were used. In runs 1,2,8 and 9 the position which 
had been idle the longest was selected when there was a choice of more than one 
position and all other considerations were equal. In the other runs, the position with 
the lowest measured occupancy was chosen. The purpose of the use of the two 
strategies was to see if the more complex strategy, based on occupancy, would evenly 

distribute the load carried per position. As indicated by the measured occupancies, the 
occupancy strategy did provide better balance in some traffic mixes. However, it did 
not work better than the longest idle strategy over enough of the parameter ranges to 
justify the increased software complexity. The lowest occupancy strategy tends to 
reduce the DA average delay with little change resulting to the non-DA average delay. 
However, the change is not significant enough to affect practical dimensioning. 

Thus, from Table 1, it is seen that the approximate theories provide adequate esti
mates of the ASA for practical dimensioning. Equation (4) provides conservative esti
mates of the non-DA grade of service. Thus, the total number of positions required 
will tend to be over stated. Equation (7) provides estimates of the ASA for OA which 
range from being a little higher to a little lower than actual depending on the traffic 
mix. 

3.3 FIRST PRIORITY TRAFFIC 

Sections 3.6 and 3.7 showed that for estimating ASAD the combined group is equiva
lent to a single group where the non-DA and OA traffic have the same priority. Since 
the first priority ONI traffic is also carried by all positions and has priority over the 
non-DA traffic, approximate estimates of the ASA for ONI calls can be made by 
considering the combined group equivalent to a single group where ONI has priority 
over all other traffic. 

4. BLOCKING MODEL FOR THE NETWORK 

4.1 SWITCHING NETWORK DESCRIPTION 

The network used for TSS is one alternative arrangement of a general purpose switch
ing network, developed by GTE Automatic Electric (Canada) Ltd. The traffic model 
of this general purpose network will be described first, followed by the specific model 
used toTSS. 

As shown in Figure 2, the network is composed of from one to four Network Units. A 
Network Unit can have from 640 to 1980 inlets upon which all trunks, service circuits, 
operator positions, etc. terminate. The Network Unit has from 256 to 512 outlets 
which are used to interconnect Network Units. The internal topology of the Network 
Unit is shown in Figure 3. The A stage is used to interconnect network inlets to the B, 
C stage grids and is composed of up to 80 subgroups per Unit. A subgroup has G 
outlets and 8, 16 or 24 inlets. The Band C stages are arranged to form G grids. The 
number of grids can be 4, 6 or 8 depending on the traffic capacity desired. 

The grids are used to interconnect A-B links to interunit links called Grid Links. The 
number of Grid Links between any two Units depends on the number of Units 
equipped. In order to minimize the number of Grid Links that must be moved as 
growth occurs, a special grid link pattern has been developed based on traffic consider
ations. The derivation of this pattern is described in Section 4.4. 

All internal links (A·B, B-C, C-C) are simply pairs of wires. That is none of the internal 
links contain circuits for status, ringing or transmission bridging. This circuitry, if 
needed, is located in the Incoming trunk or in a special trunk circuit connected to two 
A stage inlets. Thus, these expensive circuits are not limited to the occupancies 
allowed on internal links. 

4.2 SIMULATION STUDIES 

A conventional simulation model similar to that described in reference 7 was devel
oped to allow decisions to be made on the best practical path hunting strategy and to 
validate the theoretical traffic model to be used to produce traffic tables . 

Table 1: Theory vs Simulation for Combined Group 

TRAFFIC (CCS) AWT (SEC) # OPERATORS OCCUPANCIES AVERAGE SPEED OF ANSWER (SEC) 

THEORY SIMULATION THEORY SIMULATION 

RUN# NON OA DA NON OA DA NON DA DA TOTAL NON DA DA NON DA DA NON DA DA NON DA DA 

1 202.5 22.5 60 35 8 2 10 .63 .59 .61 .68 1.88 14.0 1.83 20.19 
1.6 - 6.9 3.5 - 31.0 1.74 - 1.92 19.3 - 21.1 

2 202.5 22.5 60 35 0 10 10 .63 .62 1.88 0.76 2.11 .77 
2.04 - 2.18 .71 - .83 

3 202.5 22.5 60 35 8 2 10 .63 .59 .62 .62 1.88 14.0 1.90 16.48 
1.6 - 6.9 3.5 - 31.0 1.84 - 1.95 16.01 - 16.96 

4 400 1000 60 40 15 30 45 .69 .95 .70 .94 - 1.83 12.7 1.19 15.8 
0.3 - 3.1 10.8 - 15.4 1.10 - 1.29 15.62 - 15.99 

5 700 700 60 40 23 22 45 .80 .94 .82 .92 1.99 10.8 2.20 10.31 
0.5 - 5.8 7.7 - 11.2 2.10·2.30 10.14 -10.48 

6 840 560 60 35 27 18 45 .82 .93 .83 .91 1.93 10.0 1.67 8.63 
0.5·5.8 6.5 -10.6 1.60 - 1.74 8.48 - 8.78 

7 872 527 60 35 28 17 45 .82 .93 .83 .91 1.93 10.0 1.31 8.50 
O.S - 5.7 S.5 - 1.0S 1.27 - 1.34 8.39 -8.S1 

8 1615 410 70 20 50 13 63 .88 .94 .85 .94 1.96 10.0 1.47 11.36 
0.8 - 4.8 7.4 - 11.2 1.37 - 1.58 11.1 -11.6 

9 90 465 40 45 5 15 20 .42 .89 .47 .87 1.89 12.0 .82 11.02 
0.5 - 2.1 10.3 - 15.1 .72 - .92 10.8-11.2 
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First the designers wanted to know whether a sequential hunting strategy would 
improve traffic capacity enough to justify the software complexity. An office was 
simulated which had the following characteristics: 1 Network Unit, 8 Grids, 46 sub· 
groups with 24 inlets and an A·B link occupancy of 0.35 erlangs, 34 subgroups with 6 
used inlets and an A·B link occupancy of 0.43 erlangs. The observed blocking prob· 
abilities for connection attempts from an inlet in a 6 inlet subgroup to an inlet in a 24 
inlet subgroup is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Sequential vs Random Sequential Hunting 

POINT ESTIMATE 95% CONFIOENCE 
LIMITS 

SEQUENTIAL 
HUNTING 0.0065 0.0045 - 0.009 
RANDOM 

SEQUENTIAL 0.0083 0.006 - 0.011 

The difference between the blocking probability for sequential hunting and random 
sequential hunting is not statistically significant. Thus, it was concluded that random 
sequential hunting should be used because of software simplicity and even use of all • 
crosspoints. 

REUSE OF PREVIOUS PATHS 

On certain connection types, a previous connection must be left up or reserved until 
the connection to the next device is made. However, it is possible to reuse all or part 
of the previous connection. Reuse of the A·B link associated with the inlet from which 
the next connection is to be made is relatively easy. But, software complexity in· 
creases significantly as more of the path is reused. Results showed that reuse of only 
the A·B link was sufficient to provide acceptable blocking levels. This conclusion is 
verified by the comparison of theory and simulation which follows. 

VALIDATED THEORETICAL MODEL 

Due to ease of calculation, the theoretical blocking formulae derived were based on 
the following assumptions: 

1. Engset or Bernoulli distribution on A-B links depending on the concentration 
ratio. Engset was used if the concentration ratio was greater than 1. 
2. Bernoulli distribution on the B-C, C·C, C·B and B-A links. 
3. The reusable A·B links and sure idle A-B links were accounted for. 
4. The path graph's were simplified by making conservative changes until a closed 
solution was possible. 

The derived formulae are listed in the Appendix_ Since the derivation approach is the 
well known method of Jacobaeus (8), no details of the derivation are shown except for 
the true path graph and the simplified path graph for the critical connection which 
governs the traffic capacity in all applications perceived to date. This critical connec
tion is the connection of a particular inlet on the A stage with another particular inlet 
on the A stage. On connections where an inlet can be connected to any idle device of a 
group, the blocking probability is an order of magnitude lower than the critical con
nection and thus not constraining to the traffic capacity. 

These relatively straight forward formulae, considering the complexity of the six stage 
network, provide accurate estimates of the critical blocking probabilities. Some typical 
comparison's of theory and simulation observations are shown in Table 3. All simula
tion runs except Run 4 were 40,000 connections or greater. 

4.4 STANDARD GRID LINK PATIERN 

The number of grid links (C·C links) connecting any two units (see Figure 2) must 
depend on the number of Units equipped in order to allow orderly and economical 
growth from Unit to Unit. The critical blocking probability (see Appendix A) is 
dependant on the number of inter and intra unit grid links and their associated occu
pancies. Inspection of the formula for the critical blocking probability reveals that this 
dependence is accounted for in the single occurrence of the factor cr. 

The worst case value for cr occurs when there are four units, but there is very little 
traffic in the 4th unit. That is, all other factors being equal, the highest inter or intra 
unit blocking probability occurs for this worst case value of cr. When less than four 
units are equipped, the value of c can be higher than the worst case. However, r can be 
much larger than 1.0. The set of minimum r values so that all cr values are better than 
the worst case for maximum expected traffic levels are shown in Table 4. This para
meter r is defined to be the number of grid links per C matrix in Unit i or j inter· 
connecting Unit i to j. 

Grid links are connectorized. Based on Table 4, standard cabling patterns have been 
developed for the network such that in most cases, cables are added (not moved) as 
growth occurs from one unit to another. 

4.5 TSS NETWORK TRAFFIC CAPACITY 

The critical connection in TSS is that from a trunk to an operator position. The grade 
of service on this critical connection type must be 1 lost call in 1000. Using formula 
(9) from the Appendix with the worst case parameter values as follows: 8 inlet sub· 
groups, 6 grids, the grid link pattern in Table 4, it was found that the maximum A·B 
link occupancy for Pij = 0.001 was 0.215 erlangs. 

Thus, the traffic capacity of the TSS switching network is 0.215 erlangs per A·B link 
or 0.215 x 6 x 320 x 36 = 14,860 CCS for a fully equipped four unit office. 

• 

• 

• 

Table 3: Theory vs Simulation for the Network 

UNITS GRIDS 24 INLET 
SUBGRPS_ 

1 8 40 
1 8 40 
4 8 173 
1 4 49 
1 4 49 
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8 INLET 
SUBGRPS_ 

34 
27 
147 
31 
31 

SURE IDLE 
A·B LINKS 

24 INLET 8 INLET 
SUBGRPS. SUBGRPS. 

0 3 
0 2 
0 4 
0 1 
0 2 

A·B LINK 
OCCUPANCY 

24 INLET 8 INLET 
SUBGRPS. SUBGRPS. 

0.35 0.43 
0.34 0.53 
0.34 0.43 
0.34 0.54 
0.19 0.33 

BLOCKING PROBABILITY ON 
CRITICAL CONNECTION 

THEORY SIMULATION 
POINT 95% CONF. 

0.010 0.008 0.006 - 0.011 
0.021 0.010 0.007 - 0.014 
0.0043 0.0073 0.004 - 0.013 
0.42 0.26 0.23 - 0.29 

0.0071 0.008 0.006 - 0.011 
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Table 4: Minimum Inter Unit Links 

UNITS EQUIPPED 

1 0-0 
2 0-0 

O-~ 
1-1 

3 0-0 
0-1 
1-1 
0-2 
1-2 
2-2 

4 All 
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APPENDIX: NETWORK BLOCKING FORMULAE 

Figure 4 is the path graph for a point to point connection in the network shown in 
Figures 2 and 3. No exact solution for this graph has been found. However, D. Bear (3) 
and J. VanBosse (2) have suggested that the simplification of Figure 4 shown in Figure 
5 should provide a slightly pessimistic estimate of the blocking probability. Compari
son with simulation results in the Section 4.3 confirms this suggestion. 

The derivation of the following blocking formulae for Figure 5 is somewhat tedious 
but straightforward. Thus, only the derived formulae are presented in this paper. 
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Pij = blocking probability from a particular inlet in Unit i to a particular inlet in 
unit j 

G 
E P (k) P (B/k) 
k=o 

P (k) = Engset probability that i A-B links are busy for n > G 
= Bernoulli probability that i A-B links are busy for n ~ G 

P (B/k) = E P (c/k) . P (B/C/k) 
allw 

X 
P (B/C/k) = E 

X-m 
E hl m gl S hy-mg Z-y-s P (C/k) 

m=o s=o 

rG-Z J 
LX-m-

[~ ] 
The appropriate values of Z, Y and P (C/K) are taken from Table 5. 

TERMINOLOGY 

G 

n 

b 

number of grids 

number of inlets per subgroup used 

A-B link occupancy 

B-C link occupancy 

C-C link occupancy 

d C-B link occupancy 

B-A link occupancy 

X number of sure idle B-A links 

(9) 

number of grid links per C matrix in Unit i or j interconnecting Unit i to j 

h 1- (1-f2)(1-e) 

l-(1-f)(l-e) 

(1- (1-b)(1-cr)(1-d))4 if i =1= j 

(1- (1- b) (1- cr/2) (1- d))4 if i = j 

f2f 

fl 

f3/4 (1_(1-b)(1-cr) ifi =1= j 

f3/4 (1- (1- b) (l_cr12) if i = j 
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Table 5: Values of Z. y. P(C/k) 

G k w Z y P(C/k) 

4 0 1 4 4 1.0 
4 1 1 4 2 1.0 • 4 2 1 4 0 0.667 
4 2 2 2 2 0.333 
4 3 1 2 0 1.0 
4 4 1 0 0 1.0 • 6 0 1 6 6 1.0 
6 1 1 6 4 1.0 
6 2 1 6 2 0.6 
6 2 2 5 3 0.4 
6 3 1 5 1 0.9 
6 3 2 3 3 0.1 
6 4 1 4 0 0.6 
6 4 2 3 1 0.4 
6 5 1 2 0 1.0 
6 6 1 0 0 1.0 
8 0 1 8 8 1.0 
8 1 1 8 6 1.0 
8 2 1 7 5 0.286 
8 2 2 8 4 0.714 
8 3 1 6 4 0.143 
8 3 2 7 3 0.571 
8 3 3 8 2 0.286 
8 4 1 4 4 0.029 
8 4 2 6 2 0.686 
8 4 3 7 1 0.229 
8 4 4 8 0 0.057 
8 5 1 4 2 0.143 
8 5 2 5 1 0.571 • 8 5 3 6 0 0.286 
8 6 1 4 0 0.714 
8 6 2 3 1 0.286 
8 7 1 2 0 1.0 
8 8 1 0 0 1.0 

• 

• 

• • 
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